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About This Game

Crowds of blood-thirsty monsters, crawling from every corner of the secret research base. Gloomy basements and modern labs,
darkness changing into blazing bulbs. The only usual thing is: you're in a bad place alone, and there's no one to help you!

  An improved version of a cult 2003 game which won hearts of the huge army of players worldwide. Complete game missions,
earning more and more cash for weapons and inventory, use stationary weapons in the hottest places, eliminate monster

spawning places with dynamite and increase your firepower with implants and drones.
  You've saved our poor little planet so many times... but the real hero never stops!

  Go ahead, great deeds are waiting for you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection
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Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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Charming yet utterly hilarious. A real pleasure to play.. This is the most fun I've ever had doing nothing, ha. I've never played a
game like this. A walking simulator. But I have to say I found it very interesting and was happy enough to just stroll around
looking at things.

I do recommend it but it's for those that are looking for a laid back relaxing experience and not those looking for action.

I did a lets play of it, probably not the brightest idea because not a lot happens so ended up having to talk a lot. You can check it
out here if you want: https:\/\/youtu.be\/jWk_Mlrbr3Y. Adds atmosphere to driving the bus. For me personally a welcome
addition as I don't play with my PC online.. One of the best buys you'll make on Steam. Plain, simple, To the Point. It's a
beautiful game.. absolutely sucks
u die, game over, start all over, there is no easy mode or anything
hard to use with a controller
no turtorial
it just sucks. I've seen a few reviews claiming the difficulty is rough, but I find that it's much, much easier and more forgiving
than other space shooters. I can barely beat a single stage of Gradius, but here I find myself steadily going through them, though
not without deaths, because they are still challenging. It's balanced much more fairly than all the other scrolling shmups I've
played, touching the floor isn't an instant death, and there is no lives system, only checkpoints. If you've ever played a scrolling
shooter in your life you'll probably do just fine here. The weapon system works wonderfully and the shield is an interesting
mechanic that allows you to tank a few hits if you've got it facing the right direction, a nice break from dying in one hit with no
exceptions. Easy to learn but difficult to master very much applies to this game.. This is technically an "early access" review,
because I got to try this game before it came out when I went to an arcade\/pinball\/retro gaming convention, right off the bat I
talked about how I felt like I was in the 80's when i tried the game on an actual cartridge.

The game's ost is interesting and deffinately gives off that catchy\/classic retro kind of creepy feel that you'd expect from horror
style games during the NES era and the art style reminds me strongly of Double Dragon and River City Ransom on the NES, but
the question remains, is this game a good game?
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The game is an interesting game and deffinately lives up to "Nintendo hard" in terms of how tough old school games were, with
basic gameplay (go to the right, just like a beat em up) but with platforming elements and difficult placements similar to Mega
Man

However, where the game's problems are can be "located" if you will, with no ability to use passwords if you run out of
contiunues or a file to save (although the game may be trying this to capture NES nostalgia, it can feel like a chore if your
required to play througout the game in one run, especially with no way of getting back to where you were if you run out of
continues) and some of the bosses (to my knowledge) take no effort to beat, for example you fight bigfoot on level 2, all I had to
do after losing 1 life was stand on a tree stump without moving and beat that boss fight easy

Overall, the game is a nice game and deffinately feels like an old NES game and its nice to know that new games are being
made these days for old consoles, however, I feel as though (unless this game gets patched) that due to it trying to hard to
"match" the NES, it might actually turn off some people from trying the game, I would get the game if its at a discount or on a
physical cartridge, but be ready for a challenge and be aware that the game can be slightly unfair. My favorite game for VR! I
love the horseback riding, story, and magical powers! I can't wait for this to become a full game.. Fun little dexterity-based
game.. God, Okay, This is probably the best game I have played ever since Castle Crashers, it's the most fun, and I got it
Yesterday. The only thing that I sort of want out of this is trading cards for steam where YOU can collect the Pow Cards to level
yourself up on steam and get badges! That would be so cool! but alass I must wait, but other than that, there's really nothing I
can ask for except *cough multiplayer cough* but anyways the soundtrack is amazing and I love everything about this game

10\/10 would Shannon again
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Still only in the beginning. Graphics have a nice feel to them and story is so far small but intriguing.

* Update First had problems with my xbox controller. After restarting the game it now detected and configured my wireless
xbox controller without problems. Don't know what the issue was. The game is certainly more enjoyable using a controller.

* Update 02-12 Played a bit more. Game becomes even better as you get better. I want more skulls!. nice small plane to do
some VFR flights, fun to fly with :D. (review changed)
Now this game makes fun.
Whats new?

+Training area, you can test every weapon(Grenades too) or do a fight simulation(thats cool)
+New Weapons(Sniperifle,MG,dual pistols etc.)
+is really funny to fight against aliens but very important aliens => 1hit and you die but is possible to survive(you have a
trainings area to testing it)
+no back teleporting

- no back teleporting but you move back if you in front of a table and this automatic, but this make me uncomfortable(and
headache :\/ ) and is difficult to grab objects from a table lol.

[Important]:But I wish a Melee weapon like a sword or what ever, because if you have no ammunation or weapon overhead you
can switch to your sword and and dont die so fast.
aiming with the Sniper-rifle is very difficult but I hope this changed in the future.
And the Ailiens runs to fast maybe a difficult option (ingame) is better for a newbie :)

Very Important this game is ALPHA and for a Alpha is this really good.. Great with kids. Btw. we're still waiting for "Euler's
Revenge" DLC.. A fairly short adventure hidden object game with nice artwork and beautiful music. It lacks in some areas.
There is no voice over which may or may not be better than the terrible voice over most Hidden Object games get - that's up to
you. The animation is not really good either but I feel like the entire thing is worth playing just for the music! The story is
mostly forgettable but does the job.

+ Artwork is good.
+ Music is fantastic!
+ Game worked flawlessly for me.
+ All achievements can be obtained in a single play through and they trigger properly.
+ Keeps collectibles to a minimum. Most of the achievements are story or puzzle related.
+ Feels like the devs cared about it. Not thrown together as quickly as possible so the next project could be worked on. One nice
little addition is 27 different desktop backgrounds from the game that can be saved with or without borders or titles. While I
won't use them myself, I felt that was a nice thing to add and some will surely like them. The music is in the Extras as well, but
it seems to loop a track over and over when selected with no option to play thru it all.

- Voice over would have been nicer than reading in my opinion.
- Why does every Hidden Object game have to have such horrid animation?

Despite a few flaws it's worth the full asking price - which isn't much.. This wasn't that bad of a platformer. - mild fun while it
lasted. It's short length and the recycled level backgrounds ultimately proved to be offputting. At any rate, won't be revisiting
this one or recommending it.

I hear there's a sequel in the works - hopefully they take the wasted potential from this one and apply it to that, as there is indeed
some potential here for a worthwhile title.. Holy Dawi Balls!!! Best end of times simulator ever!!!! I kinda suck at the game but
bet your Orc panties, your Undead skin tags, and your Chaos toe jam that you will be steam rolled if your not extremely careful
on the hardest difficulty!

10 ot of 10

Would get violated by war hordes again!
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